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The theory of multiplication between distributions has been developed
by several authors (cf. the references in [5]). Recently M. Itano [5] defined
the multiplication satisfying certain reasonable requirements. Such a multi-
plication was called normal by him. In his theory the notion of a value of a
distribution at a point in the sense of S. Lojasiewicz [7] plays an important
role. On the other hand, in our previous paper [11] the multiplication was
defined by using the 5-sequences. The aim of the present paper is to unify
these two approaches of defining multiplication. To this end we shall intro-
duce the notion of a ^-sequence in a restricted sense in order to make clear
the relationships among different approaches to the theory of multiplication
between distributions.

Let T be a distribution defined on RN. If lim < Γ, pn> exists for every
W->oo

5-sequence {pn}, T is equivalent to a function bounded in a 0-neighbourhood
and continuous at 0 [11, p. 229]. Therefore, to reach the notion of the value
of a distribution at a point, it will be necessary to restrict the 5-sequenee.
This is done in Section 1, where besides the value in the sense of Lojasiewicz
we investigate the value introduced by Itano [5, p. 174] in one-dimensional
case. Section 2 deals with the multiplicative product defined by Itano. On
the model of the methods discussed in our previous paper [11], several equiva-
lent conditions for the existence of the product are established. The various
approaches of defining multiplication between distributions are also discussed.
In Section 3 we introduce the notion on a (^-sequence consisting of functions
which belong to a normal space 9ί of distributions and may have non-compact
supports. In virtue of this notion we can generalize the method of defining
the multiplication due to H. J. Bremermann and L. Durand [2], H. G. Till-
mann [13] and others. These multiplications are not normal in the sense of
Itano [5]. Most results in the preceding Section 2 are carried over to these
cases by replacing a restricted ^-sequence by (^-sequence. The final Section
4 is devoted to presenting some examples concerning the values and multipica-
tions.

§1. The value of a distribution at a point

Let RN be an TV-dimensional Euclidean space. Points of RN are denoted
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b y

χ=(χu •••> XN), y=(yu •••> VN) e t c .

W e u s e t h e n o t a t i o n s x+ γ=(Xl+ y u ..., χ N + γN), \x\ =(Σ\χj\2)Ύ

9 λx = (λxu

..., AΛ;̂ ) for a real number Λ, and if p = (pu • ••,pN), where the pj are non-

negative integers, we will write \p\=*Σ>ph Dp = (^)Pl(^-) 2../~Yir.
1 \axiJ \dx2y \dxNJ

Similarly we write xp = x{1 xfy.
Recall the definition and some basic facts concerning the value of a dis-

tribution at a point introduced by Lojasiewicz [7, p. 15]. Let T be a dis-
tribution defined in a neighbourhood of a point x0 e RN.

DEFINITION 1 (Lojasiewicz). We say that T has a value c at x0: T(xo) = c,
if the distributional limit

exists in a neighbourhood of 0 and if it is a constant function c.

We now put

Φ*>(χ)— -jN~Φ\~Ί[~h * being a positive number,

for any φeQ)(RN) such that φ^>0 and \φ(x)dχ = l. It is clear that T has

the value c at χ0 if and only if

lim < Γ, φλ(χ — XQ)> =C
λ-^ + 0

for any φ considered above.
It is also known that a necessary and sufficient condition for c to be the

value of Γ a t χ0 is that there exist a multi-index p^>0 (p^>0 means that
PJ^>0 for y = l , 2, ••, N), a neighbourhood U of x0 and a continuous function
F(x) in £/, for which we can write

T=c + DPF in U,

w h e r e F(x) = o (\χ — χ o \ ι p ι ) a s \x — xo\^O.
We shall now extend the notion of the value of a distribution at a point.

1
DEFINITION 2. // - ^ - ( Γ + Γ) Λαs ί/iβ i αiue c αί 0, then we put

For example, if we take Γ=Pf—(we assume that N=l), then Γ<0>
X
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= 0. But 7X0) does not exist.
One of our objects is to study the value of distribution by using the δ-

sequence satisisfying certain conditions which will play an important role in
what follows. For the sake of brevity, we shall consider the value at the
origin.

By a restricted d-sequence we understand every sequence of non-negative
functions pn e Q)(RN) with the following properties:

(i) supp pn converges to {0} as n —• oo

(ii) \pn(x)dx converges to 1 as rc^oo;

(iii) \I x I'pι I Dpρn(x) \dx<,Mp (Mp being independent of n\

where the integral is extended over the whole iV-dimensional space. In addi-
tion, when pn = Pn (Λ = 1, 2, •••), the sequence {pn} is called a symmetric re-
stricted δ-sequence.

We note that if {pn} is a restricted ί-sequeace, then {pn} is also a re-
stricted 5-sequence.

We first show

PROPOSITION 1. T has the value T(0) = c if and only if

lim< Γ, ρn>=c

for every restricted d-sequence {pn}.

PROOF. Suppose first that the value 7X0) = c exists. Then there exist a
continuous function F(x) and a multi-index p ;> 0 such that T— c + DPF in a
0-neighbourhood and

Um 1 ^ 1
ui-o

For sufficiently large n we have

Then

F(x)Dppn(x)dx = I ί ^ λ I x I ^Όppn{x)dx j
ί J X

which proves that lim < Γ, pn> exists and is c.

Conversely, suppose that lim < Γ, pn> —c exists for every restricted
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^-sequence {pn}. Let φ be any positive function in Q)(RN) such that \φ(x)dx

= 1 and {λn} be the sequence of positive numbers such that λn j 0 as n->°°.
The sequence {$λn} satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), that is, {φλn} is a
restricted (̂ -sequence. Consequently lim < Γ, φλn>=c exists. This means

that Γ has the value c at 0, as required.
We note that if {σn} is a sequence of functions e 2) with the properties

(i), (iii) and lim \Gn(χ)dx = co (c0 being a constant), then lim< T, σn> —coc

when Γhas the value Γ(0) = c.
Lojasiewicz [7, p. 15] has also introduced the notion of the section of a

distribution. Let Ω be a non-empty open subset of RN=R*ιx R^2, T e Q)'(Ω)
and y0 e R*2 such that Ωyo= {x e R*1; (x, γQ) e Ω} is not empty. If

then S(x) e ζb(ΩyQ) is called the section of T for y= γ0. S will be denoted by
T(χ, jo).

Then we can show that T a 2>'(ώ) has the section 5 6 Q>'(ΩyQ) for j 0 if
and only if

lim < T(x, y\ pn(y- yo)> = S(x)

for every resticted ί-sequence {pn} in
As an analogue to Proposition 1 we have

PROPOSITION 2. T has the value Γ<0> —c if and only if

lim < Γ, pn > = c

for every symmetric restricted δ-sequence {pn}.

The proof is omitted, as we can write < Γ, pn> = <--^--(Γ+ T\ pn> so

that the proof is carried out in a similar manner as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1.

In the case JV=1, Itano [5, p. 174] generalized the notion of the value of
a distribution at a point. According to Lojasiewicz [6, p. 3], we shall also
say that T has the right (resp. left) hand limit c+ (resp. c_) at 0 if the distri-
butional limit lim T(λx) exists in a 0-neighbourhood for Λ;>0 (resp. χ<0)

and is a constant function c+ (resp. c_), and that T has no mass at 0 if
\\mλT(jLx) = Q [7, p. 23].

λ— + o

DEFINITION 3 (Itano). // T has the right and left hand limits c+ and c_
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at 0 respectively and moreover T has no mass at 0, then we put

which will also be referred to as the value of T at 0 in Itano's sense.

It is known that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
T[_0~] is that there exist a non-negative integer p, a 0-neighbourhood U and
a continuous function F(x) in U such that F(x) = o( \ x \p) as \x\ -•(), for which
we can write

T=c+Y+cA+DpF in U,

where Y denotes the Heaviside function.
we now consider a (^-sequence satisfying the conditions (i), (iii) and

(iiy \ ρn{χ)dx and \ pn{x)dx converge to — — as n^»oo.
J-oo Jo Δ

Then we have

PROPOSITION 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for T to have the
value T[_0~] = c is that we have

lim< Γ, ρn>=c
71—>oo

for every δ-sequence {ρn} satisfying the conditions (i), (ii)' and (iii).

PROOF. From the condition of existence of the value T[0~], the "only
if" part will be proved in an entirely similar way as in the corresponding
case of Proposition 1. Thus we shall only need to prove the "if" part. Let

φ, φ e Q)(R) such that φ, 02>O5 supp0C(O, oo), supp0C(—°°, 0) and \φ(x)dx

— \φ(x)dχ — l. Let λn, λ'n, λ"n be the sequences of positive numbers such that

K> K> K I 0 as Tî -oo respectively. \-c>-(Φ\n + Ψ\χ)\ a n ( i \-o~(Φκ + Ψκ')\ a r e

I Δ ) (. Δ )

ί-sequences with the properties (i), (ii)', (iii). It follows therefore that

and

Consequently
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lim«Γ, φx >-<T,φx>n» = O.

Here we can conclude that lim <T,φx> exists. In fact, if the contrary is

assumed, there would exist a positive number ε such that | < Γ, φXmk > —
< Γ, φχnk> I >ε for λmk, λnk, where λm^ λHk j 0 as &-• oo. This is a contradiction
as lim(< T, φλmk> - < Γ, 0λ » = 0. In a similar way, lim <T,φλ >=c+ is

independent of the choice of φ. This shows that T has a right hand limit c+

at 0. Similarly, T has a left hand limit c_ at 0. From the preceding results,
we can write with constants ak (& = 1, 2, ..., Z)

in a 0-neighbouhood, where F is a continuous function such that F(x) = o(\χ\p)
as I x I -> 0. Now we have

for every (ϊ-sequence {pn} with the properties (i), (ii)' and (iii). It is not
difficult to conclude that ax — a2 = = α/ = 0. Thus T has no mass at 0. This

means that T[QΓ] exists and equals ^ J L ^ z : . The proof is thereby completed.

§2. The multiplicative products between distributions

Let us recall some definitions and results concerning the multiplicative
product of distributions. Let 5, T e 2>'(i2), Ω being an open subset of RN.
By J. Mikusiήski [8, p. 254], the multiplicative product was defined as the
distributional limit of the sequence {(S*pn)(T*pn)} if it exists for every δ-
sequence {pn} and {pn}. On the other hand, by Y. Hirata and H. Ogata ([_4Γ\,
p. 150), if both of the sequences {(S*p«)Γ} and {S(Γ*pw)} have the same dis-
tributional limit for every ^-sequence, then the multiplicative product was
defined as the limit. However in our previous paper [11, p. 227] collaborated
with Itano, it has been proved that the above two definitions are entierly
equivalent. Further Itano Q5, p. 161] generalized the multiplicative product
between distributions:

DEFINITION 4 (Itano). Let 5, T e Q)'(Ω). If there exists for every a e 2)(ώ)
the value (3*(αΓ))(0) at 0, then We ζb'(Ω) defined by the formula

is called the multiplicative product of S aad T and will be denoted by ST in
what follows.
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Itano also proved that this definition is equivalent to the following state-
ment:

If the distributional limit

exists in ζb'(Ω) for any positive φ e ζb(Ω) such that \φ(x)dx = l and does not

depend on the choice of φ, then the limit is called the multiplicative product
of 5 and T. The multiplication just defined is normal in his sense Q5, p. 165].

From Proposition 1 and Definition 4 we have immediately

PROPOSITION 4. Let S, TeQ)f(Ω). In order that the multiplicative product ST
may exist, it is necessary and sufficient that for every restricted d-sequence {pn}

lim(S*pn)T

exists. In this situation the limit equals ST.

We also note that if {dn} is a sequence of functions with the properties

(i), (iii) and lim\σn(x)dx = c0, then lim(S*(ϊn)T=co(ST) when ST exists.

PROPOSITION 5. Let S, T e 2)'(i2). The following statements are equiva-
lent:

(1) \im(S*pn)(T*ρn) exists for every restricted d-sequence {pn} and {pn}

(2) lim(S*pn)T exists for every restricted d-sequence {ρn}
n—>oo

(3) lim 5( T*pn) exists for every restricted d-sequence {pn}.

In any case the limit equals ST.

PROOF. It suffices to prove the proposition in the case where S, Te&'(RN).
The implications (1)=Φ(2) and (1)=^(3) will be easily proved, since (1) is
equivalent to the condition:

(I)' lim(S*pn)(Γ*pm) exists for every restricted 5-sequence {pn} and {ρm}.

Thus it remains to prove that (2)=K1) holds, since the proof of (3)=Φ(1) will
be carried out in a similar way. To this end, it is suίficent to show that
<(S*Pn)(T*pn\ %> converges for any x e Q)(RN) as n->°o. Let I be a positive
integer such that suppS, supp T and suppα are contained in the interior of
cube Qt={χ; \χj\^l, y = l, 2, ••-, N}. Since for large n (S*pn)(T*ρn) vanishes
outside the cube Qh so we may assume % to be extended to a periodic function

with period 21 for each coordinate. Let x(x) — ̂ cmeiΊ m'x —^ΣiCme{m) be the
m m

Fourier expansion of %, where Σ k w | (1 + | m \ )k < oo for every positive integer
m

k. Now we can write for large n
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n), e(m)>
m

= *£cm<(S*pn*(pHe(-m)))T, e

Put Gn = Pn*(pne( — m))> Then \an(x)dx will converge to

this follows from

In fact,

n{x)dx — \pn(x)dx\pn( — x)e( — τn)dx

= \pn(x)dx\\pn(x)dx + \pn(x)(e(m) —

Pn(x)(e(m)-l)dx\<LM0 sup^ \e(m)-l\,

and

Mo being a constant.
On the other hand, by induction over \p\ we can write with constants ar>s

\r\ + \s\ k\p\

w h e r e | p | = | p ' l , \r\ = \r'\ a n d | s | = | s ' | . S i n c e \ χ \ ι p ] < ^ c ' m U \χp'\ w i t h
\p'\ = \p\

a positive constant c{pb we obtain

\p'\ = \p\

r{\Drpn(x)\dX\\x<sί\Ds(pne(-m))\dx

where Λf̂  is a constant depending on |p |. Owing to Proposition 4 the con-
dition (2) implies the existence of the product ST. Thus it follows that
(S*σn)T converges to ST as n^>oo. Since {(S*Gn)T} is equicontinuous, we
have

where ikf is a positive constant and A; is a non-negative integer. Consequently

*O2Ύ, e(m)>

, e(m)>
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since Σ \cm I (1 + I m | )* < oo as already remarked. Thus the proof is completed.

REMARK 1. We may define the multiplicative product Sx T as lim (S*pw)
71—»oo

x (T*pn), if it exists for every ^-sequence {ρn}. Actually this yields a gener-
alization of the product in the sense of [11] as seen by taking S=δ and
Γ=2Γ—1. Similarly, we may also define the multiplicative product SAT
as \im(S*pn)(T*pn\ if it exists for every restricted (̂ -sequence {pn}. If ST

exists, then SAT exists and is equal to ST. However the converse does not

hold. Actually we have δ ΛPf — = — -4-tf', but ίPf--- does not exist. It
x Δ x

is to be noted that lim (S*pw)(S*pw) exists if and only if lim (S*pw)(S*pw) exists.

REMARK 2. Using the symmetric restricted ^-sequences, we may define
the multiplicative product. For example, the product is defined as the distribu-
tional limit of the sequence {(S*p»)Γ} or {S(Γ*pΛ)} if it exists for every sym-
metric restricted 5-sequence {pn}. But, in general, lim(S*pn)T does not equal

. In fact, if we take S = δ and Γ=Pf — , then lim(5*pn)Γ=-ί /.
x

But

In the case iV=l, Itano [5, p. 175] also defined an extended multiplica-
tive product SxoT by the formula:

<SxoT,a>= ((αS)* f)[0], α e ©(^),

when the right hand side makes sense. And he proved that the multiplica-
tion is normal [5, p. 177].

We can show

PROPOSITION 6. The product SxoT exists if and only if lim(5*p«)Tl or

lim S( T*pn) exists for every δ-sequence {pn} satisfying the conditions (i), (ii)'
«->oo

and (iii), and the limit is equal to SxoT.

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3 and the defini-
tion of SxoT, since <(S*pn)T, a> = <S*(aT\ pn> and <S(T*pn\ a> =
<(aS)*f,pn>.

REMARK 3. In general, the condition in Proposition 6 for the existence
of SxoT is not equivalent to the following condition: lim(5*pw)(Γ*pw) exists

for every 5-sequence {pn} and {&„} with the properties (i), (ii)' and (iii). Ac-

tually we have Yxoδ= —^δ, but lim(Y*pw)pw does not exist.

Finally we note that we can define multiplication between distributions
by using any assigned restricted (̂ -sequences.
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§3. c^-jsequence

Let 9ί be a normal space of distributions, that is, a linear subspace of
Q)'(RN) with locally convex topology such that the injections Q)(RN)^»9t,
dt->Q)'(RN) are continuous and Q)(RN) is dense in 9t. Assume that

(Ii): 9t is stable under every translation rh

and
(I2): the linear endomorphism τh: 9l^9ί is continuous, where h = (hι, •••,

hN) e RN.
We shall consider a sequence of positive functions gn(x\ gn e &(RN\ with the
following conditions:

(a) \gn(χ)dx converges to 1 and \ gn(x)dχ converges to 0 as 7i->oo?

ε being any positive number
(b) (l — ά)gn converges in 9t to 0 as TI^-OO for any a e © such that a

equals 1 in a O-neighbourhood;
(c) there exists a constant Mp (independent of n) such that for a positive

number ε0

The sequence {gn} equipped with these properties is referred to as a da-
sequence. Then the condition (b) yields gn^9ί. We use the notations < , >^/,^,
< , >s>',2> to make clear the duality between the spaces of distributions
under question.

PROPOSITION 7. Let S ζ 9i'. S has the value S(xo) — c at xoeRN if and
only if for every δ^-sequence {gn}

PROOF. Since the restricted ^-sequence is a tf^-sequence, the "if" part is
obvious. Suppose the value S(xo) = c exists. Without loss of generality we
may assume that Λ;0 = 0. Since any subsequence of a ^-sequence is again a
(J^-sequence, it is sufficient to prove that lim<5, gj > = c for some subsequence

{gjn} of {gw}. Let a e Q) be equal to 1 in a O-neighbourhood such that
suppαC {x : | ^ | ^ 1 } and 0<,a<;l. Put an(x) = a(nx) (n = l, 2, ...). By in-
duction we can choose a subsequence {gjn} (j\<J2< ••</»<•••) of {gn} such
that gjn is an element of gk with the following properties: for k^>jn

— an)gkdx< —

and
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\<S, 0—aH)gk>„.*]< — .
TL

Putting Pn = &ngjn, we can show that

(1) supppw converges to {0} as ra—•oo,

(2) \pndx = \gjndx — \(l — an)gjndx converges t o l a s / ι ^ o o }

and

(3) [ \x\]pι\Dppn(x)\dx
J

<; Mr

p (M'p being a constant).

Thus {βn} is a restricted (^-sequence. By Proposition 1 we have

Consequently

Q

The proof is completed.

We shall assume, in addition, that
(Hi): &'*96 C 96 and (II2): the bilinear mapping (W, g)^W*g of & x96

into 96 is separately continuous. Let g e 96 and S c 96'. Then the linear
forms ίF-^<5, W*g>^,^ on &' and g —•<£, W*g><%,,>% on 96 are continuous,
so there exist an / c <8 and a T e 96' such that < 5, W*g>a,tχ= < W, f>s>,$
and < S , BΓ*^>Λ/ f<se=< Γ, g>wιa respectively. We can write T=S*W. We
shall also denote / by S* £. As to this notation, if we assume that 0196 C 96
and that u(B) is bounded in 96 for any bounded subset BC96, where u is a
linear mapping β->βg of i? into 96, (Usual normal spaces of distributions
satisfy these conditions) we can prove that S(g*φ) e Q)'Lι for any φ e 2), and
so that S*g has its proper sense Q10, p. 23].

Most of the normal spaces of distributions as referred to in Schwartz
[9] -satisfy the conditions (Ii), (I2), (Hi) and (II2). A space of distributions 9i
is said to have c-property if any linear map u : E->9i, E being barrelled, is
continuous whenever ίou is continuous, where i denotes the injection of 9i
into Q)' [10, p. 22]. If 3i is barrelled and has c-property, then the condition
(Ii) (resp. (HO) implies (I2) (resp. (II2)).
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PROPOSITION 8. Let S e 9V and let a e Q) such that a — lin a ^-neighbour-
hood. Then S*gn converges in 2)' to S and S*((l — a)gny converges in & to 0
for every δ ̂ -sequence {gn} as in—•oo.

PROOF. For any φ e 2), we have

<S*gn, φ>o)',g)=<S*φ, agH>,,,', +<S*φ, (l — a)gn>x',x

Since S*φ e <§ and {agn} is a ^/-sequence, it follows by Proposision 7 that
lim<5*ςί, α ^ Λ>=(5*0)(O). On the other hand, <5*<& (1 — a)gn>a',χ con-
K->oo

verges to 0 as n -> oo. Consequently

Next we obtain for any We &'

\im<S*(a-a)gnγ, r>(f,,,=lim<S,

= lim < S* r , (1 - « ) # , > Λ'.Λ

= 0.

Thus the proof is completed.

We shall now turn to some consideration on multiplication between dis-
tributions. Let 91 and 9i be normal spaces of distributions satisfying the
conditions (Ii), (I2), (Hi) and (II2).

PROPOSITION 9. For any S e 9ί' and T e X', the following conditions are
equivalent to each other:

(1) ST exists;
(2) l im(5*^)Γ exists for every δ^-sequence {gn}

(3) lim S( T*hn) exists for every δ^-sequence {hn}
W->oo

(4) lim(S*gn)(T*hn) exists for every δ^-sequence {gn} and δ^-sequence

{hn}.
If one of the equivalent conditions (2), (3) and (4) holds, then the limit is equal
to ST.

PROOF. We first note that for any φ e Q)

<(S*gn)T,φ>a>,ιQ>=<S*(φTy, gn>Λ>tΛ

and

<s(r*/o, Φ>^>g)=<(φsy^τ, hn>x,tX.

From these equalities combined with Definition 1 and Proposition 7, it follows
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that (1) is equivalent to (2) and (3). Further the implications (4)=>(2) and
(4)=K3) are obvious. It remains therefore to show that (1)=»(4) holds. Let
φ be any element of 2) and a be taken as in the proof of Proposition 7. Then
we can choose two subsequences {gJn} and {hJn} so as to satisfy the conditions:

1 1
71 n n ' n

. — an)hj dx< and I < T,(l — an)hj >χ> χ-\ < .

n n

We put Qn — angjn and pn — anhjn. Then we can write

<(S*gJn)(T*hjn\ φ> = <(S*ρn)(T*pn), φ>

+ <S*Pn,(T*((l-an)hJ.nγ)φ>

+ <T*hjn,(S*((l-an)gjnY)φ>.

Owing to Proposition 8, it follows that

Hm < S * P Λ , (T*((l-an)hjny)φ> =0

and

lim < Γ*Ayn, (Sφ-an)gJny)φ> =0.

Since {pn} and {pn} are restricted ^-sequence, by Proposition 1 it follows that

lim <(S*ρn)(T*pn), φ> = <ST, φ>.

Consequently, since a subsequence of ί^(resp.^jr)-sequence is also
sequence, we can conclude that

lim <(S*gn)(T*hn\ φ> = <ST,φ>, φeQ).

This completes the proof.

REMARK. 4. In the case iV"=l, we shall also consider a sequence of posi-
tive functions gn, gn e 8(RN), satisfying the conditions (b), (c) and

Γ°° Γ° 1(a) \ gn(χ)dx, \ gn(χ)dx converge to - -
JO J — oo LΛ

and \ gn(x)dx converges to 0 as n -^ co5 ε being any positive number. As

an analogue to Proposition 6 we can prove the following: Let S e 9ί! and
T e £Kr. The product Sxo T exists if and only if lim(5* gn) T (resp. lim S (T*hn))
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exists for every ^-sequence {gn} (resp. ^ - s e q u e n c e {hn}) satisfying the con-
ditions (a), (b) and (c). The limit is equal to Sx o T.

§4. Examples

EXAMPLE 1. Let T be a distribution defined on the unit circle Kι = {z e C\
| * | = 1 } contained in the complex number field C. By pr(0\ 0 < > < l , — π<,

0 < π, we understand the Poisson kernel - — -—^ ~ r _. If we put
~~ 2π 1 —2rcos0 + r2

(1) u(z)=u(r, θ)=\ T(τ)pr(θ-v)dτ
J -π

with z = retθ, then u(z) is harmonic in | * | < 1 and ur( ) = u(r, θ) converges in
Q)f(Kι) to T as r-»l — 0 [12]. Conversly, if u(z) is any harmonic function in
| * | < 1 such that the distributional limit of ur as r - * l — 0 is T, then u(z) is
given by the formula (1).

Consider the sequence {gn}> where gn(β)=prn(θ — θn) and rne
tθn converges

to 1 from the inside of an angular domain in | * | < 1 with vertex 1. Then
{gn} satisfies the following conditions:

(a') \ gn{θ)dθ — l and \ gn(θ)dθ converges to 0 as τι-*oo5

ε being any positive number

(b') (l — a)gn converges in Q)(Kι) to 0 as n-+oo for any a e Q)(Kι) such
that a — I in a O-neighbourhood

(c;) There exists a constant Mk (independent of n) such that

( \θ\k\Dkgn(β)\ dθ<^Mk,

where ε0 is a positive number.

In fact, (a') and (b') are clear. By induction over k we can write with con-

stants ckl,k2

rsinθ

Since (1 —2rcosθ-\-r2)^>r2sin2θ, (1 —r)2 and = - ^ - is bounded near * = 15 it

follows from the equation that (c') holds.
A little modification of the discussions made in the preceding sections

allows us to use this restricted (^-sequence to deal with the value of a distri-
bution at a point and multiplication between distributions defined on the unit
circle. Thus we obtain an extension of Fatou's theorem [3] which is con-
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cerned with the integrable function defined on the unit circle. If the value
of TzQ)f(Ki) at 0 = 0 exists, then \imu(z)=T(0) when z^l from the inside

of any fixed angular domain in *<1 with vertex 1.

Another extension is: If Te ©'(Xi) has the value Γ [ 0 ] = c ^ t - ^ at
Δ

0 = 0, and IJX) is a curve through 1, making an angle a ( — —̂— < α < - i j - ) with
\ Δ Δ /

the radius of K\ at z = l, then u(z) converges to c+(-=-+-^-) + c_( -~- — —
\ Δ TC / \ Δ TC

when * —• 1 along Zα(l).
Also we define the multiplicative product of S and Γ, if the distributional

limit lim u(r, θ)v(r, θ) exists, where we put u(r, Θ) — \s(τ)pr(θ — τ)dτ and
» l 0 J

v(r, θ)=\T(r)pr(θ — τ)dr. We note that if ST exists, the above product also

exists and coincides with ST.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the case N=l. Let g€n(χ) be the Abel-Poisson

kernel, that is, gεn(χ)= 2

 &n 2 > Sn ^ ^ Then {^w(^)} satisfies the condi-

tions (a), (c) and moreover we have with a constant M'k and a positive number δ

when ( j , εw)->(0, 0) from the inside of an angular domain in ε>0 with vertex
(0, 0).

We can select a normal space Si of distributions in various way so that
{gεn} is a ^-sequence. Actually we can take c% = &, (1 + χ2) x&cy

and 0α (α2> —1). where 0α is a space introduced by Bremermann [ΊΓ]. If Γ
has the value Γ(0), then lim <τ,τhgε> = Γ(0) when (A, ε)^(0, 0) from the

(Λ,£)-»(0,0)

inside of any fixed angular domain in ε>0 with vertex (0, 0). Let now Zα(0)

be a curve through the origin, making an angle a (— - ^ - < α < - ^ — ) with the
^ Δ J

axis Λ; = 0 at the origin. If T has the value Γ [ 0 ] = c + l " c ~ , the < Γ, rΛg £ >

converges to c + ( ^ - + — ) + c _ ( - = - - — - ) as (A, ε)->(0, 0) along Zα(0). As to
\ Δ TC J \ ύ TC J

the multiplicative product we can proceed the same way as in Example 1.
For detailed discussions, see [_2~] and [13].

EXAMPLE 3. Finally we shall consider the Weierstrass kernel gn(χ) =

( I—\NnNe~n2lxl\ If we take 91 as y , then {gn} is a c^-sequence. The same
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discussions as Example 2 enable us to discuss the value and multiplication for
tempered distributions.

1 ΛOO jx-yy

In the case 7V=1. we shall consider the function f(x, 0 = 2-vΓ7\ T(γ)e 4* c

t being any positive number. Suppose T has the value T(0) = c. If (x, t)

->(0, 0) from the inside of any fixed parabola x2 — ikt (&>0), f(χ, t) con-

verges to c. Finally we can show that if T has the value T[_QΓ\=—f ~XC~?

I rk

then/(^ 5 t) converges to -J-^—z + + , " (sign x)\ e~χ2dx when (x, ί)->(0, 0)

along the parabola x2 — ̂ h2t (A>0).
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